What Bug am I?
Instructions:
You’ve now travelled four lands with Skorpius and had the chance to encounter 74 Bugs! Which Bugs have
left an impression on you, and which ones are your favourite?
Test your Bug knowledge with this worksheet. A Bug hides behind each door below. Every Bug will give you
a riddle that you need to solve to figure out which Bug it is.

I’m just half of a
pair, but do not
despair. I am a
snake who will
make you do a
double-take. I
summon the
element where
my sister’s pet
hides.

I tunnel
through the
rocks
amongst the
mountains,
but this only
leads to
confusion.

Surprise!
This is just a
disguise. This
wig hides my
stripes,
these glasses
conceal my
lies.

I was born in
water, but
dislike bad
weather. I like
swimming,
but hate
when it’s
raining.

I exist only
when there
is light,
but will
disappear
if light shines
on me.

A legend on the
battlefield, it
might seem like
fortune smiles
on me, but my
loyalty runs
deep, and my
courage earns
me my keep.

My story is
a legend as
impressive
as a hill. I
was clever,
but that put
me in
danger.

My royal blood
gives me these
beautiful wings,
but I’m not just
a beauty. My
love knows no
bounds and I
will do my duty.

My slipper
was so
silky, it
made it too
slippery!

The doors will be opened on the second Monday of
next month (12 July) in the uploaded answer sheet.
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My scales are
a hint of what’s
to come. Watch
me harness
my power
and transform
to bring you
luck!

I wear a
disguise
and the
stripes hide
my size.
My feet are
quick, just
like my wit!

Surrounded by
water, we can’t
swim but float
persistently.
Together
forever and
never apart, it’s
because we’re
from the same
blood.

